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February 2012

(1) Project Overview
Portland Parks & Recreation (PP&R) City Nature owns and manages ecologically healthy habitat
that supports wildlife and provides unique opportunities for experiencing nature locally. The Protect
the Best Invasive Plant Management Program (PTB) is designed to prevent early-stage invasive
infestations in PP&R’s ecologically healthy natural areas by identifying “core habitat” and then
creating relatively invasive-free “buffer habitat” surrounding it. Work sites are selected based
primarily on the ecological health rating assigned in the PP&R vegetation survey. PTB staff
removes targeted invasive species including English ivy, English holly, Himalayan blackberry, and
garlic mustard. (See Protect the Best Operating Manual (2009) for a complete list of non-native target
species and the selection process). Treatments are tracked in an ArcGIS database. The PTB
program is expected to reduce total invasive vegetation on a greater number of acres, at lower cost,
and using less herbicide compared with other invasive vegetation management aPP&Roaches.
This project is funded primarily by the Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) Grey to Green
program, with additional funding from PP&R. The program will be implemented per an MOU
between PP&R and BES. The above work is being performed to facilitate invasive plant removal
efforts on PP&R property as part of the Grey to Green program to further the goals of the CityWide Invasive Plant Management Strategy
Site Selection Criteria
1) Ecological health
2) Creation of large areas of invasive-free habitat (vs. many small unconnected areas); building on
previous work
3) Proximity to and contiguity with other natural areas
4) As even a geographic distribution throughout Portland as possible (equity of service)
5) Unique habitat may receive special consideration, e.g., oak and madrone
(2) Overview of Services Delivered by PP&R as described in the PP&R-BES MOU
PP&R hired staff to form a single year-round work crew, which consists of three Botanic Technician
1s and one Botanic Specialist 2 (crew leader). The crew removes non-native, invasive species,
primarily trees, using loppers, handsaws, chainsaws, and herbicide applications. All Botanic
Technicians and the Botanic Specialist 2 have state-certified pesticide applicator licenses.
In FY 2011-2012, PTB will perform initial treatments on 500 acres of “good” and “fair” ranked
vegetation units in PP&R natural areas throughout the city. In Forest Park the initial treatments
will first be performed on untreated acres south of Germantown Rd between Wiregate and Koenig
trails. Once these acres are complete, the crew will begin work on areas that were treated by the
BES Revegetation Program in summer 2010 in the north of the park, near Newberry Rd. These
acres were treated once by the BES Revegetation Program but will be considered “new acres” for
PTB.
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PTB will also retreat 578 acres that were initially treated in fiscal year 2009-2010. Follow-up
treatments on these 578 acres occur approximately two years after the initial treatment.
Retreatments have higher priority than initial treatments because this work protects prior
investment of resources.
Expected Program Outcomes in FY 2011-2012
1) Treat holly, ivy, blackberry and other non-native plants on approximately 500 new acres and
retreatment of 578 acres that were initially treated in 2009-2010
2) Track all treatments in an ArcGIS database developed by PP&R
3) Provide biannual reports to BES
(3) Invasive, Non-Native Vegetation Removal
Big Four Corners NA, Campfire NA, Errol Heights NA, Johnson Lake NA, Powell Butte Nature
Park, Tideman Johnson NA, and Forest Park were identified as work sites for initial treatments in
the PP&R-BES Memorandum of Understanding for FY 2011-2012. Elk Rock Island, Powell Butte
Nature Park, and Forest Park were scheduled for retreatment (Table 1). After review by PP&R
natural resource ecologists, PTB treatments at Mitchell Creek NA and Marshall Park were removed
from the work schedule. Subsequent phases of treatment at these sites will be undertaken by other
PP&R work crews.
Table 1. Proposed Work Sites for FY 2011-2012, copied from the PP&R-BES Protect the Best MOU
(2011-2012), with changes to the following: an increase to initial acres in Forest Park, insertion of 30 acres
of initial treatment for Big 4 Corners NA, and removal of Mitchell Creek (Gentemann), and Marshall Park.

Initial Treatments
East
Big Four Corners
Campfire
Errol Heights NA
Johnson Lake NA
Powell Butte Nature Park
Tideman Johnson
West
Forest Park

Ecological
Health

Acres

Fair
Good/Fair
Fair

30
20
5

Fair
Good/Fair
Fair

12
25
8

Good/Fair

400

Total

Retreatments
East
Bundy NA
Elk Rock Island
Powell Butte Nature Park
West
Forest Park
Total

500
Ecological
Health

Acres

Fair
Fair
Good/Fair

4
2
70

Good/Fair

500
578
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Initial Treatments (New Acres)
As of January 2012, PTB has completed initial treatments on a total of 216 “new” acres in Forest
Park, Tideman Johnson Natural Area, Powell Butte, and Errol Heights Natural Area (Table 2).
Initial treatment in upland forested habitat consists of removal of small invasive non-native trees
(<12” dbh), removal of ivy and clematis growing on trees, and removal of small patches of
blackberry, ivy, and clematis on the ground. Over 200 of these acres were forested and consisted of
mainly small tree removal. Approximately 10 acres consisted of initial treatment using backpack
sprayers to treat blackberry and ivy. Approximately 700 trees greater than 2” DBH have been
treated this fiscal year, the majority English holly.
Re-Treatments
PTB has retreated 643 acres in Forest Park, Powell Butte, and Bundy NA in FY 2011-2012 (Table
2).
Table 2. Completed Initial Treatments (Init.) and Retreatments (Ret.), FY07-08, FY08-09, FY09-10,
FY10-11, FY11-12

Property
West Zone
Forest Park
Maricara
Marshall
East Zone
Bundy Property
Buttes Natural
Area
Clatsop Butte
Park
Elk Rock Island
Errol Heights
Gentemann
Powell Butte
Tideman
Johnson
Whitaker Ponds
Total

FY07-08
Init. Ret.

FY08-09
Init. Ret.

FY09-10
Init. Ret.

FY10-11
Init. Ret.

FY11-12
Init. Ret.

822
17

589

499

350

203

435

387
17

559

559

4
4
9

3

26
2

4

4

4

113

9
18
4

3

6
71

71
171

70

80

171

2

80

5
914

0

3
800

435

584

478

543

761

216

643

Garlon 4 Basal Bark Applications
In FY 2010-2012 PTB began using 25% Garlon 4 Ultra in Methylated Seed Oil (MSO) as a basal
bark application around stems <4” in diameter. PTB uses this herbicide mix when the temperature
is less than 60º F since it volatilizes at higher temperature. A trial conducted by PTB in Forest Park
has verified that this is an effective treatment method. Based on new observation of Garlon 4 Ultra
treatments the PTB team now performs basal bark treatments on stems no greater than 2" in
diameter.
Assessment of Progress
As of December 31, 2011, PTB has treated 216 “new” acres in FY 2010-2011, approximately 40% of
the 500 acre goal. 643 acres have been retreated, approximately 60 acres more than 578 acres that
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were planned for FY 2011-2012. The additional retreatment acres were areas in Forest Park that
were treated initially the previous fiscal year (2010-2011). They were retreated this fiscal year
instead of next fiscal year due to proximity to current year retreatment sites.
The “new” acreage goal stated in this fiscal year’s MOU was scaled back from previous years due to
the increasingly dense and varied invasive vegetation encountered on the sites PTB now treats, and
the additional amount of time needed to treat these acres. Another factor influencing acreage goals
was anticipated staff reductions as a result of paternity leave. One crew member took FMLA
paternity leave intermittently from July to October 2011.
Revisiting Blackberry, Ivy, and Clematis Patches
PTB occasionally encounters patches of English ivy, Himalayan blackberry, and clematis that are
revisited later, usually because weather conditions or the equipment at hand do not allow for
immediate treatment. In these cases, PTB takes a GPS point to mark the invasive for later removal,
typically in the fall, winter, and spring when native forbs are dormant. This fiscal year PTB has
revisited several sites to treat ivy, clematis, and blackberry at Buttes Natural Area, Powell Butte, Elk
Rock Island, and Forest Park. The PTB team has devoted about 10 days to these activities.
GPS Data Recording
PTB continues to track invasive species, their size, treatment type required, and date of treatment in
an ArcGIS database.
(4) Monitoring
PTB conducts two types of monitoring: (1) holly treatment efficacy monitoring and (2) native
vegetation regeneration monitoring. The goal of holly treatment monitoring is to measure the
effectiveness of holly cut-stump treatments, which is the predominant species target and method
used by PTB. The crew records the presence of regrowth on treated holly and then retreats if
necessary by pulling, cutting, or applying herbicide. The goal of the native regeneration monitoring
is to determine the pace and diversity of native plant reestablishment in areas where holly have been
removed. Percent cover of forbs and shrubs around holly that have been removed will be recorded
each year for at least three years.
Holly Treatment Efficacy Monitoring
PTB developed and implemented a “rapid” protocol to monitor holly regrowth at the same time
that retreatment is performed. PTB monitored 276 acres in FY 2008-2009, 486 acres in FY20092010 and 70 acres in FY2010-2011. Efficacy monitoring involves locating previously treated holly
using GPS data, and recording the presence or absence of (1) stump sprouts (regrowth from the
main stems, largest 3 stems > 2” dbh) and (2) smaller resprouts of runners on the ground within the
immediate vicinity, typically within the former drip line of the holly. First year results were
presented in a meeting with BES and PP&R staff in FY 2009-2010.
Native Regeneration Monitoring
PTB developed a protocol to measure the re-colonization of native plants in the disturbed area
under 30 holly that were removed in Forest Park and Powell Butte. Immediately after holly were
removed, baseline data were collected in July and August 2009 on holly size, and percent cover of
forbs and shrubs. The data will be analyzed to determine the diversity of newly established native
vegetation and the time to re-colonize the disturbed patches. PTB finished the second year of
monitoring native regeneration in August 2010. Monitoring occurred in FY 2009-2010 and FY
2010-2011, and will resume again after a one year break in FY 2012-2013. The reason for the break
in monitoring is that gathering data yearly instead of every two years is not expected to contribute
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significantly to our understanding of changes over time in vegetation cover. Results will be reported
in a separate report January 2013.
(5) Planned Activities in FY 2011-2012
The focus of PTB treatments in the second half of FY 2011-2012 will be the completion of 300
more acres of initial treatments in Forest Park. PTB is also scheduled to treat several patches of
English ivy and approximately 25 acres of garlic mustard along firelanes and trails in Forest Park.
Work at other sites including Campfire NA and Big Four Corners will follow completion of initial
acres in Forest Park.
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